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 THRILLAS – New Communities References Category:Buildings and structures in the London Borough of Ealing
Category:Shopping centres in London Category:Shopping malls established in 2013The Great American Pod Race The Great
American Pod Race is an American reality television competition series created by John de Mol for Discovery Channel, which
focuses on the world of pod racing. It is the second attempt to secure a U.S. cable television series franchise for the Discovery

Channel, after the 2006 series World's Wildest Police Videos, which failed to find a second season. Format The series was
hosted by Andre Agassi, and included five teams, each representing a different country. It was held in the United States, and
each team's coach had to guide and coach the drivers. The teams were made up of seven men, and each team was required to

have a female passenger to act as the "astro-pilot". The teams traveled through the United States, visiting state fairs, city parks,
and other locations, stopping for interviews with fans and local residents. The four teams which finished the course in the fastest
time were declared winners. The "astro-pilots" had to push a button when they encountered a spot on the course that they liked.
The button would emit a signal that could be heard in a "pit-stop", and if the driver took a similar route as the "astro-pilot" (who
was heard by radio) they would get a point. The "astro-pilot" would also get a point if their "driver" took the same route as them.

If the driver took a more direct route, they would get a penalty, and would lose a point for their team. The "astro-pilot" could
slow down the team's progress if they wanted, and could also add to the driver's penalty if they felt like it. Series overview

Episodes External links Category:American reality television series Category:Discovery Channel original programmingStudents
from two Southeastern Kentucky high schools were busy cleaning up and attempting to keep up with the clean up efforts on

Wednesday. More than 100 students from Anna School and Paintsville High Schools teamed up for the 3rd annual
Anna/Paintsville Community Clean-Up at Crystal Run Creek Preserve in Grayson County on Wednesday morning. 82157476af
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